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The United Kingdom, by 52-48, voted to s plit from the European Union

By Graham Painter

If you were looking for a metaphor for the immediate impact of Brexit, a tornado would seem most apt.
Consumer confidence? Sucked in, chewed up, spat out. YouGov/Cebr claims it has experienced its biggest fall in 21
years, post-referendum. T he pound? Propelled into a rapid downward spiral and now plumbing depths not seen
since the mid 1980s. T he business reaction? Hatches battened down in this case, by freezing recruitment and
investment decisions to ride out the storm.
But this immediate impact is like a tornado in another sense, too: destructive, but short-lived and prone to blow itself
out.
Sterling examples
Luxury marketers need to look beyond this short, sharp, natural disaster that has beset the United Kingdom's
economy. And in that regard, the impact of Brexit is more nuanced, with pros as well as cons depending on the
nature of the luxury business.
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T ake the weakened state of sterling: for some businesses it is good news, for others, bad. T he luxury travel sector is
a prime example.
T hose luxury hotels and travel businesses relying on well-heeled U.K. holidaymakers traveling overseas would be
wise to tighten their belts.
Hedged currency will eventually run out and holiday costs will rise sharply particularly to those destinations priced

in United States dollars and that is most of the world outside the European Union. T he likelihood is fewer will travel,
and those who do will have less to spend.
Luxury hotel operators in the U.K., however, have no doubt been exchanging high-fives and fist bumps. T he weak
pound makes the U.K. an attractive destination for overseas visitors who will have plenty more cash in their pockets.
Domestic tourism will also see a surge as would-be jetsetters survey the reality of the exchange rate boards and
decide a "staycation" is the prudent option this year.
For U.K. retailers, the outlook depends on which markets contribute most to their sales, overseas or domestic.
T hose with big international profiles and prominent London shops may well benefit, especially the likes of Burberry
and Mulberry. T he hordes of exchange-rate-enriched tourists that the weak pound brings into the U.K. will be a
welcome boost to their sales.
And this pull effect is no theory: it is already manifesting in practice. T he demand for U.K. holidays from China has
skyrocketed and Chinese consumers are not only the biggest buyers of high-end goods, they prefer to make those
purchases overseas, too.
MainFirst Bank AG analyst John Guy estimates that a 10 percent fall in sterling could be worth as much as 90 million
($120 million) to Burberry's pre-tax earnings.
But U.K. retailers who rely on the domestic demand will be punished on two fronts: weak demand from U.K.
consumers further exacerbated by price inflation caused by purchasing goods from abroad with a weakened pound.
Retailer John Lewis managing director Andy Street has already flagged this as a problem for his brand when its
hedged currency runs out: two-thirds of John Lewis products are imported, of which half are purchased in the U.S.
Where each luxury brand sources its materials and labor will also be key.
Inflated fears
It is predicted that inflation will return to the fashion industry as much is produced and imported from Europe and
Asia, with a dampening effect on demand or margin, depending on whether the companies affected pass that
inflation on to their customers in higher prices or not.
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However, for those that produce in the U.K. and rely primarily on exports, such as the Scottish whisky industry, reels
of joy are in order as they will avoid the escalation of costs and benefit from a reduction in relative price compared
to overseas manufactured rivals.
Looking beyond exchange rates, the medium-term effect of Brexit on domestic demand is less clear cut, although
the likely impact of all this uncertainty is at least a postponement of big-ticket purchases which will, at best, lead to a
slowdown in growth and, at worst, to a shallow recession.
But even recession opens up opportunities for luxury brands shrewd enough to recognize them.
Big-ticket items may well be postponed, but the need for consumers to reward themselves with occasional luxury
purchases does not go away it is just that these rewards become more modest in scale.
T he last recession saw a growth in sales of items such as luxury chocolates an affordable pleasure and the
recession-proof nature of the luxury lingerie industry no doubt reflects the fact that this sort of luxury treat does not
need to break the bank.
No dice
T he cutback in media spend by those tightening their belts can also lead to opportunities to make the same
marketing budget deliver a larger share of voice.

Media deflation is an opportunity for all brands, not just those for whom the Brexitdice have fallen favorably. It has
been proven that those that increase their relative share of voice in tougher times are the biggest beneficiaries when
consumer confidence returns, although marketers' success in selling this may depend on how enlightened their FD
is.
Beyond any medium term slowdown or shallow recession, the impact of Brexit will depend most on the success of
the negotiations with our European partners.
New Prime Minister T heresa May has made it clear that there will be no free movement of labor in any deal with the
E.U., and German Chancellor Angela Merkel has made it clear there will be no access to the single market without
free movement.
Even non-EU members such as Iceland and Norway have to abide by the free movement principle to retain access to
the single market.
It is likely that the U.K. will not be able to have its cake and eat it, so there will be penalties for U.K. companies
exporting their goods to the E.U., although what they are and on which sectors they will fall is impossible to tell.
Needless to say, U.K. luxury brands that rely heavily on E.U. consumers will be wise to explore other potential export
markets, including Asia and the U.S., over the coming years.
T HE IMMEDIAT E impact of Brexit may well have been like a tornado tearing through the economic and political
fabric of our society.
But with some political stability and the evidence is T heresa May's accession to prime minister is bringing that the
storm is abating.
T he skies are still grey and threatening, but for those that throw open the hatches and look up into the sky, there are
gaps in the clouds.
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